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Abstract. Roman coins play an important role to understand the Ro-
man empire because they convey rich information about key historical
events of the time. Moreover, as large amounts of coins are daily traded
over the Internet, it becomes necessary to develop automatic coin recog-
nition systems to prevent illegal trades. In this paper, we describe a new
large annotated database of over 2800 Roman coin images and propose
an effective automated system for recognition of coins that leverages this
new coin image set. As the use of succinct spatial-appearance relation-
ships is critical for accurate coin recognition, we suggest two competing
methods, adapted for the coin domain, to accomplish this task.
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1 Introduction

A coin is usually a flat piece of metal issued by governmental authority as a
medium of exchange. It has been produced in large quantities to facilitate trade
from the ancient history to the present. Along with the trading purpose, the
Roman empire knew how to effectively use the coin as their political propa-
ganda. The ancient Roman coins were widely used to convey the achievements
of Roman emperors to the public. They also served to spread messages of chang-
ing policies or merits through the empire. By engraving portraits on the coins,
the Roman emperors also could show themselves to the entire empire. In short,
the coins were the newspaper of the Roman empire. In this way, Roman coins are
always connected to historical events and Roman imperial propaganda. There-
fore, understanding the ancient Roman coins could serve as references to under-
stand the Roman empire.

Because the coin market is very active, many coins are traded every day,
mostly over the Internet [1]. But ancient coins are also becoming subject to a
very large illicit trade [21]. The traditional way to detect illegal traffic of ancient
coins is to manually search catalogues, dealers or internet by the authorities. But
the manual process has limitations and is too slow to cover all trade. Therefore,
there is a need to develop both reliable and automatic methods to recognize the
coins.
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(a) Vespasian (b) Vitellius

Fig. 1. An example of Inter-class similarity in the ancient Roman coins. Vespasian
looks similar to Vitellius.

There are tens of thousands of typologies that could be used to classify
Roman coins [1][3]. Therefore those who do not have knowledge and experience
cannot classify them without the help of experts or automatic classifiers. In
this paper, we focus on the recognition of the Roman emperors on the Roman
imperial coins. Specifically, for a given coin image, we propose an automatic
method to recognize who is on the coin.

Inter-class similarity and intra-class similarity are two challenges to recognize
the ancient Roman coins. For the inter-class similarity, different emperors share
similar appearance as shown in Figure 1 and Figure 10. There are several reasons
for the similar appearance: familiar relationship, engraver’s lack of knowledge
for the emperor’s image or abstraction, or using the same template for different
emperors. Another aspect of the coin recognition challenge is the intra-class dis-
similarity as shown in Figure 2. There may exist a large variation within the
same class. On a very basic level, the direction of the emperor’s face varies over
the coins: some emperors look left and the others look right without any specific
rule as shown in Figure 2.

Several works [15], [16], [1], [9], [21], [22], [17] have proposed to recognize
the coins using computer vision techniques. In general, they represent the coin
image as low level visual features such as SIFT [14] and perform the recognition
using the k-nearest neighbor method or the support vector machine. Among
them, Arandjelović [1] introduces a new type of feature called directional kernel
which captures geographical information between interest points. On the other
hand, Zambanini et al. [17] employs the spatial pyramid models [13] to capture
the structure of the coin. However, the previous approaches do not explicitly
facilitate the use of the spatial structure of the coin such as the location of the
face on the coin.

In this paper, we address the problem of automatically recognizing ancient
Roman coins, while leveraging their spatial structure and without specifically
focusing on the understanding of textual transcripts on coins. The ancient Roman
coins have regular structure: the coin is round, the location of the emperor is
roughly at the center of the coin and the emperors share common aspects across
different coins. However, coins of the same emperor also exhibit large variations.
Some of these variations are due to the differences in the coin material and
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Fig. 2. The emperors on the five coins are the same, Nero. But there is variations on
the shapes. In particular, one face looks left while the others look right.

diverse state of coin degradation. Others are due to the differences in which the
same emperor was depicted by different coin creators. These intra-class variabil-
ity aspects make the task of recognizing the coins very challenging. An additional
challenge, as we demonstrate in this work, comes from the fact that the visual
coin appearance gives rise to vastly different feature statistics compared to those
of traditional face recognition tasks. To surmount these challenges we propose
a framework to simultaneously leverage the consistencies in the coin structure
and local appearance to improve the recognition accuracy.

To this end, we investigate two approaches: a method based on discrimina-
tive deformable part models (DPM) specifically adjusted to the coin domain
through the use of polar coordinate representations and the Fisher vector with
spatial-appearance encoding. The model using DPM first detects the face of the
emperor on the coin and uses the detected location to build a spatial pyramid.
The Fisher vector based model directly encodes the spatial information in its
representation. The use of both representations allows the recovery of consistent
patterns that characterize different Roman emperors despite the outlined intra-
class differences. We use the support vector machine (SVM) to train the models.
We also introduce a new large annotated database of Roman coins, consisting of
over 2800 pieces made of different materials, depicting appearances of 15 Roman
emperors. This new dataset allows us to establish the performance advantages
of the proposed approaches compared with more traditional methods.

Contribution of this paper are twofold: 1) we have collected a new ancient
Roman Imperial coin dataset where all the coins are annotated and consist of
high-quality images; and 2) to leverage the new image set we introduce new base-
line techniques for the coin classification using the deformable part model and
the Fisher vector with spatial-appearance encoding. We believe that the baseline
techniques will provide a benchmark for the future coin recognition problem.

This paper is organized as follows: Related work is summarized in Section 2. In
Section 3, we explain our proposed method to recognize the ancient Roman coin.
Then, we explain the coin dataset and show experimental results in Section 4.
Lastly, we make conclusions in Section 5.

2 Related Work

Several methods have been proposed to recognize and analyze coins using
computer vision techniques. Among those methods, gradient information based
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approaches [15], [16] and eigenspace decomposition based approaches [9] were
proposed to recognize modern coins. But none of them are adequate for the
ancient coin classification because the ancient coins are too often in very poor
conditions, common recognition algorithms can easily fail [21]. Therefore, we
do not consider those approaches in this paper. In [10], SIFT descriptors [14]
are used to obtain 90% classification accuracy for 390 coin images where there
are only 3 classes. A directional kernel to consider orientations of pixels was
proposed in [1] for ancient Roman coin classification. However, we found that
directional histograms used in [1] performed worse than the proposed method
on our dataest. We will examine the results of the directional kernel method in
Section 4.2.

Recently, a bag-of-words approach to coin recognition with standard spatial
pyramid models was proposed in [17]. In [17], rectangular spatial tiling, log-
polar spatial tiling and circular spatial tiling methods were used to recognize
the ancient coins. However, they did not align the coin images. In this paper,
we propose a new method to align the coin images by detecting the face on the
coin. By comparing to the standard spatial pyramid model approach, we will
show that the alignment is crucial to improve the recognition accuracy.

The coin recognition problem can be considered as the face recognition in
terms of recognizing an Emperor’s face on the coin. Many methods have been
developed for the recognition of real face images. However, the use of such meth-
ods faces significant challenges when applied to ancient coins. In terms of its
gradient/edge content, a typical critical feature used in face recognition, most
ancient coins display vastly different statistics from photographed faces. This
aspect is further aggregated by the fact that many coins are old, worn-out and
damaged. For example, Figure 3 shows different HoG [4] distributions between
the coins and the real faces. Please note that coins show random distributions
while all the human faces share the common pattern.

Tzimiropoulos et al. [19] proposed a method to learn a subspace from image
gradient orientations (IGO subspace learning) for appearance-based face recog-
nition that was shown to be very robust to different types of image noise. The
advantage of using the IGO subspace learning algorithm is that the cosine dis-
tance measure of the algorithm can cancel out outliers or noise caused by occlu-
sion or illumination changes. However, the IGO-algorithm is very sensitive to the
alignment, requiring exactly aligned images. We will examine the performance of
the IGO-algorithm on the ancient Roman coin recognition problem in Section 4.

Coin recognition methods to read legends of Roman coin were proposed in
[2] [11]. The legend provides rich contextual information about the coin such
as issuer, mint date and emperor. Therefore, reading the legend means that
we know almost everything about the coin including the identification of the
emperor. In this sense, the coin recognition is different from the face recognition
where there is no contextual information. However, because the letters in the
legend are prone to be damaged as shown in Figure 1 and Figure 10, we can
extract information from the legend only if we are given a very well-preserved
coin. Therefore, we focus on the face of the emperor and implicitly use the legend
as we extract features from the legend area without explicitly recognizing it.
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 3. HoG Distributions for coin and real face images. For each image, we extract
the HoG descriptors with 9 bins and average them to build a histogram. TOP: 9 coin
images. BOTTOM: 9 profile images. The real faces show regular patterns while the
coins show different distributions.

3 A Spatial-Appearance Coin Recognition System

In this section, we explain ancient Roman coin recognition methods. First, we
explain the standard bag-of-words approach with the spatial pyramid model.
Second, we explain a new framework to recognize the ancient coin by employing
the deformable part model [7] to locate the face of the emperor. Third, we
introduce an alternative method for coin classification which directly encodes
the spatial information based on the Fisher vector method.

3.1 Spatial Pyramid Model Approach

We use the bag-of-words (BoW) model to represent the coin images as visual
histograms. In the BoW model, we select a set of key points on an input image,
extract descriptors from the set of the points, quantize the descriptors to a visual
codebook and represent the input image as a histogram of the codewords in the
codebook.

Several strategies including dense regular grid [6] and difference-of-Gaussian
(DoG) peaks [14] can be used to find the key points on the image. Among them,
the dense grid sampling method shows better performance than the others so we
choose it to find the key points in our system. On the grid points of the image,
we extract SIFT descriptors [14] . k-means clustering method is then used to
build the visual codebook and the image is represented as a histogram of the
visual words from the codebook.
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Fig. 4. An example of the spatial pyramid based on the polar coordinate system. An
image is divided into 16 non-overlapping regions.

One problem of this approach is that all the key points are equally handled
and the spatial locations of the points are ignored. Therefore, the dense sampling
method makes no use of information of the coin structure. To overcome this
limitation, we follow the spatial pyramid models widely used in computer vision
area [13], [5]. As in [17], we use the polar coordinate system to take an advantage
of round shapes of the coin and the face of the emperor. In the polar coordinate
system, we place the center of the system at the mass center of the coin and
an image is divided into 16 non-overlapping wedge shape regions as shown in
Figure 4. The area of the outer circle is equal to the area of the coin and the
radius of the inner circle is 60% of the radius of the outer circle.

But the polar system is also sensitive to the origin placement. In the next
section, we employ the deformable part model to address the finding of the origin
placement

3.2 Strongly-supervised Recognition using Deformable Part Model

In the ancient Roman coins, the shape of the face is a characteristic differentiat-
ing a Roman emperor from the other emperors. As coins are old and worn-out
the location of the face varies across the coins as shown in Figure 5. In this
paper, we employ the deformable part model (DPM) [7] to align the coin image
by locating the face of the emperor.

To train DPM with the emperor’s face, we define a bounding box of the face
as depicted in Figure 5. Four outermost points to draw the bound box are as
follows:

– “forehead”: a point where the face and the hair meet
– “chin”: a point where the chin and the neck meet
– “ear”: the left most point of the ear
– “nose”: the tip of the nose.

They are chosen so that the face areas inside the box agree all over the emperors.
Negative images are collected from reverse images because they contain symbols
without the face of the Roman emperor. After training, DPM will automatically
detect the face location for a new coin image.

To align the coin image we place the center of the polar coordinate system
onto the center of the detected face area by DPM. In this way, each region
defined by the polar coordinate system contains consistent area of the coin. We
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then extract visual features on sub-regions of the polar coordinate system, build
a histogram on each region and concatenate them to represent the image.

3.3 Coin Classification Using Fisher Vector

The coin recognition problem can be considered as the fine-grained classification
problem as all the images belong to the same super class of ‘coin’ in this paper. In
the fine-grained classification, the distribution of the gradients are often similar
as the shapes of the coins look similar to each other. Therefore, Fisher vectors
are able to describe the subtle changes in the gradients since they are designed
to capture both the first order and the second order statistics of the gradient
distribution [8].

Let each image patch be presented as (x, l) where x is a vector of visual
descriptors of the patch and l the 2-D location of the patch. We assume that
the visual descriptor and the location are independent from each other. We also
assume that the patch is generated from a Gaussian mixture model (GMM). As
in [12], we formulate the model as follows:

p(x, l) =
∑

k
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k ,ΣL

k , μV
k , μL
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Then, the gradient of ln p(x, l) with respect to all parameters becomes the Fisher
vector to represent the patch (x, l). An image representation is obtained by
averaging the gradients over all patches in the image. Let I = {f1, . . . , fN} be
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The Fisher vector of the image I is the stacking of the vectors uk and vk.
Typically, the parameters Θk are trained by the Gaussian mixture model. In
this paper, we use the implementation of [20] to represent the coin image as the
Fisher vector.

4 Datasets and Experimentation Results

4.1 Coin Data Collection and Experimental Settings

We collect ancient Roman coin images from a numismatic web site. Each coin
has a high resolution image (approximately 350×350 pixels jpeg image). Among
the collected coin images, we found that some of the coins are hard to recognize
because they are rusty and severely damaged. As we are dealing with the problem
of recognizing the Roman emperors, a coin that is severely damaged or hard to
recognize who is on the coin is discarded. After removing such worn-out coins,
we select emperors who appeared more than 10 times in the dataset. Finally, we
arrive at 2815 coins with 15 emperors. The sample images for the 15 emperors are
depicted in Figure 10. All images in the dataset are ancient Roman Imperial coins
dated from 27 BC to 355 AD. In this paper, we consider only the observe(front)
of the Roman coin because the emperor is engraved in the observe and the reverse
usually shows various non-face symbols.

The deformable part model (DPM) needs the bounding box information in
the training procedure. Therefore, we manually annotate bounding boxes for
randomly selected 500 coins. Because the coin has the regular structure, we
found that 20% of the whole images is enough to train DPM and produce good
detection results. As shown in Figure 5, four outermost points to define the
bound box are “forehead”, “chin”, “ear” and “nose”, all of which are easily
determined by people.

The SIFT descriptor [14] is used to extract the visual descriptors on the grid
points. The grid step size (spacing) is 4. Then we use k-means clustering to
build the visual codebook, generating the histograms for the coin images using
the visual codebook. In this paper, we set k to 200.

The multi-class SVM is used for training and prediction with the RBF-χ2

kernel except for the Fisher vector based method. We use the linear SVM for the
Fisher vector method because it is known that the Fisher vector performs well
with simple linear classifiers [18]. All parameters are determined by the 5-fold
cross validation. For the evaluation, we randomly partition the coin dataset into
5 equal size subgroups. Each subgroup keeps the same emperor ratio as the total
coin dataset. Then, we use 4 subgroups as training data and 1 subgroup as test
data. Experiments are repeated 5 times so that each of 5 subgroups becomes
the test data, and we report the average of the 5 outputs as a final output. We
calculate the average number of correctly classified test samples as the evaluation
measure.
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Fig. 5. Examples of DPM detection results. The red box represents the ground truth
location of the face and and the blue box shows the detected face location by DPM.
In most cases, DPM is able to detect the face area. The average accuracy of DPM is
87.18%.

4.2 Experimental Results

We first examine the performance of the deformable part model1 on the coin
dataset. Figure 5 depicts the results of DPM for randomly selected 4 coin images.
The red box represents the manually annotated face area of the emperor and
the detection area is given by the blue box. We can observe that DPM finds the
face areas accurately. To quantitatively evaluate the performance, we use the
number of overlapped pixels divided by the size of the ground truth face area as
the evaluation measure. We average measured values over the testset and have
0.8718. The most difficult part to detect is the forehead point where the face and
the hair meet as shown in the first image of Figure 5. We will use the detected
face area in the next part to recognize the coin.

Next, we measure the performance of various method for the coin recogni-
tion. To set the baseline performance, we use the standard bag-of-words method
without using the spatial pyramid model (NoSpatial). In the second method,
similar to [17] we use the bag-of-words method with the polar coordinate system
centered at the mass center of the coin (Polar). Polar presumes that the all the
coin images are aligned along the mass center of the coin. Neither NoSpatial
nor Polar takes the alignment of the coin into account while recognizing the
coin. We also examined the performance of the standard spatial pyramid with
the rectangular tiles and found that it performed worse than Polar. We believe
that the polar coordinate system is more appropriate to capture the round shape
of the coin than the rectangular tiles.

However, the location of the Roman emperor’s face varies across the coin
dataset. Therefore, we use the center of the face detected by DPM to align the
coin images as many methods are sensitive to the alignment. To take the advan-
tage of DPM, we construct the spatial pyramid model with the polar coordinate
system centered at the center of the detected face by DPM (DPM-Polar).

The next method is based on the Fisher vector which encodes the spatial
information as described in Section 3.3 (FV). Unlike DPM-Polar, FV does not
need additional training procedure but facilitates the spatially local information
in the framework of the Fisher vector approach. In this paper, we assume that
1 We use the implementation available at http://people.cs.uchicago.edu/∼rbg/

latent-release5/.

http://people.cs.uchicago.edu/~rbg/latent-release5/
http://people.cs.uchicago.edu/~rbg/latent-release5/
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(a)
Augustus

(b)
Caligula

(c) Constan-

tine I

(d) Constan-

tius II

(e)
Domitian

(f)
Galba

(g)
Hadrian

(h) Max-

imian

(i) Maximi-

nus II

(j)
Nero

(k)
Severus

(l)
Tiberius

(m)
Trajan

(n) Ves-

pasian

(o)
Vitellius

Fig. 6. Discriminative Regions for 15 emperors. Red for more discriminative and blue
for less discriminative.

covariance matrix is the identity matrix and the mean vectors are generated by
k-means clustering method because not only it is computationally efficient but
also it shows better results than using means and covariance matrices from the
Gaussian mixture model. We think that the Gaussian mixture model is rather
over-fitted on the coin dataset. We do not use the Fisher vector representation
with the spatial pyramid because it has not improved the recognition accuracy.
In this paper, we set the number of mixtures in the Fisher vectors to 2000.

Then, we use the IGO subspace learning method [19] to examine how well the
state-of-the art human face recognition method works for the coin recognition
problem (IGO-PCA). We choose IGO-PCA because it was shown to be robust to
different types of image noise, which often occur in the coin images. We align
and crop the faces along the results of DPM to train IGO-PCA.

Regarding the previous coin classification method, we compare to the direc-
tional kernel approach [1](DK) which facilitates the spatial structure of the coin
by considering the relationship of the gradient directions between two points on
the coin.

The recognition accuracies are summarized in Table 1. NoSpatial shows
worse performance than the others considering the spatial structure as it does not
take the spatial information into account. On the other hand, Polar significantly
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Table 1. Recognition accuracies for various methods

NoSpatial Polar DPM-Polar FV IGO-PCA DK [1]

Acc. 65.77%±1.24 83.48%±1.12 85.93%± 0.64 85.36%±0.72 67.42%±0.0097 33.0(±3.0)

improves the recognition accuracy over NoSpatial. The improvement implies
that Polar is able to the advantage of the regular structure of the coin.

DPM-Polar shows the best performance among the competing methods beca-
use it facilitate the additional spatial information provided by DPM. FV performs
comparable to DPM-Polar as it directly encodes the location information without
defining spatial pyramids. This result implies that FV provides rich information
about the structure of the coin.

IGO-PCA performs slightly better than NoSpatial and at least 16% worse
than the others. The poor performance of IGO-PCA can be explained that that
coin recognition is totally different from human face recognition and it is difficult
to simply apply methods of human face recognition to the ancient Roman coin
recognition problem.

DK shows the worst performance on our coin dataset. DK depends on the
difference-of-Gaussian (DoG) sampling method to find a set of interest points
on the coin image. To combine the visual feature (e.g., SIFT) and the spatial
information, it takes the orientation of the interest points into account to build
the directional histogram. Therefore, DK becomes sensitive to the orientation of
the pixel on the coin image. However, because not only coins in our dataset
are old and sometimes damaged but also coin images are taken in different
illumination conditions (this is typical in the coin images), it is likely that the
orientations of the interest points mislead the classification, explaining the poor
performance of DK. On the other hand, as the proposed method uses the uniform
sampling on the grid and facilitates the location of the pixels instead of their
orientations , it can reduce the effect of the noise of the coin image and therefore
it is more robust than DK on the coin dataset.

Discriminative Region Analysis. To determine which area is more discrim-
inative than the others in terms of the recognition, we use the Fisher vector
representation described above. Because each component of the Gaussian mix-
ture model (GMM) has the location information in the proposed method, we
can project the component of GMM on the 2-D plane according to its location.
Then, the importance of each component is determined by the weights derived
from the linear SVM model. For the visualization of the discriminative region,
we divide the coin area into 16 regions so that the sum of SVM weights of all
components in a region represents the importance of the region.

Figure 6 depicts the experimental results. Red color represents more discrim-
inative, blue less discriminative. In general, the upper head area is more discrim-
inative than the other regions because it covers the hair style which is one of the
important characteristics of the Roman Emperor as shown in Figure 10. On the
other hand, upper right and lower left are less discriminative because they do not
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Fig. 7. Projection of the coin images on the 2-D plane using PCA. Each symbol corre-
sponds to one image. A black arrow points an outlier which is far from the same class
and/or close to another class.

contain the Emperor’s face and the letters on those areas are not consistent over
the coin dataset which we have collected. For the Emperors who have specific
beard styles such as Maximian (h), Maximinus II (i) and Severus (k), chin and
neck areas are discriminative. The analysis implies that the hair and beard style
can provide guidance to discriminate the ancient Roman coins to those who do
not have much knowledge on the ancient Roman coins.

Outlier Detection. To see outliers in the coin classification, we collect confi-
dence values of the coin images by running the trained multi-class SVM. There-
fore, each coin image is represented as a vector of the confidence values from
SVM. Then, we study the manifold of this space of confidences. We do this by
running the principal component analysis (PCA) on the confidence values and
choose the top 2 principal components. This process allows us to map the coin
images on the 2-D plane along the top 2 principal components so we can evalu-
ate the relationship between two emperors with respect to the distance between
them.

Figure 7 depicts the projection of the coin images on the 2-D plane. We can
find that several emperors form groups together. Outliers can be determined
based on the distance to the center of the group. In addition to identifying
outliers, we can also judge which emperors are more similar to each other, which
ones may be more difficult to distinguish. For evaluation, we select 5 images
denoted by the black arrows in Figure 8.

Figure 8a (resp., Figure 8b) depicts Domitian (resp., Vitellius) which is far
from the group of Domitian (resp., Vitellius) and close to Vespasian in the pro-
jection plane. Both images look like Vespasian in terms of the appearance. In
Figure 8d, Galba which is closer to the group of Vespasian than the group of
Galba looks like Vespasian as it loses details because of the damage on the coin.
One can find that Maximian in Figure 8e looks very different from the ordi-
nary appearance as shown in Figure 10h. Finally, because of the severe damage,
Vespasian in Figure 8f is far from the others, making it the outlier.
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(a)
Domi-
tian (b) Vitel-

lius
(c) Ves-
pasian

(d)
Galba

(e) Max-
imian

(f) Ves-
pasian

Fig. 8. (a),(b): Outliers for Domitian and Vitellius which look similar to Vespasian (c).
(d) Outlier for Galba which looks similar to Vespasian because of the damage on the
coin. (e) Outlier for Maximian which looks totally different from the ordinary shape
as shown in Figure (10h). (f) Outlier for Vespasian which is damaged and far from the
other Vespasian images.
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2.4 1.2 88.2 1.2 0 0 1.2 3.5 2.4 0 0 0 0 0 0

10 0 33.3 23.3 0 0 20 0 0 6.7 0 0 6.7 0 0

0.4 0.8 0 0 92.7 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0.2 4.8 0.2

4.6 1.9 0 0 0 75.2 0 0 0 0.9 0 1.8 0 13.7 1.9

4.4 0 0 0 4.7 0 65.3 0 0 4.7 2.5 4.7 9.2 4.4 0

1.2 0 2.6 0 0 0 0 94.3 0 0 0 1.2 0 0.6 0

6.7 0 56.7 0 0 0 0 11.7 18.3 0 0 6.7 0 0 0

4.2 1.2 0 0 1.2 0.9 0.9 0.3 0 86.1 0 0.9 0.6 3.9 0

6.7 0 0 0 0 5 15 10 0 0 48.3 5 10 0 0

22.7 9.2 0 0 1.7 0 0 0 0 0.8 0 60.5 0 4.2 0.9

0 2 0 0 6.2 0 17.1 0 0 2 0 2.2 66.4 4 0

1 0.1 0 0 1.6 0.8 0 0 0 1.2 0 0.1 0.1 94.3 0.7

4 0 0 0 1.3 1.3 0 0 0 1.3 0 6.7 0 29.3 56
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(b) Confusion matrix for DPM

Fig. 9. Confusion matrices for NoSpatial and DPM. DPM has improved the recogni-
tion accuracies across all the emperors. (Indices in the table correspond to indices in
Figure 10).

Confusion Matrices. The confusion matrices for NoSpatial and DPM are depic-
ted in Figure 9. One can find that DPM has improved the recognition accuracies
across all the emperors. Constantius II (d) and Maximinus II (i) are not rec-
ognized using NoSpatial because the number of training samples for them is
much smaller than the others. However, because of facilitating the spatial infor-
mation to capture the characteristics of the emperors, DPM is able to improve the
recognition accuracies for them.

Maximian (h) has the highest recognition accuracy because he has a distinct
appearance from the others as shown in Figure 10. On the other hand, the most
confused cases for DPM occurs between Constantine I(c) and Maximinus II (i)
because they share very similar appearance as shown in Figure 10.
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(a) Augustus (b) Caligula (c) Constantine I (d) Constantius II (e) Domitian

(f) Galba (g) Hadrian (h) Maximian (i) Maximinus II (j) Nero

(k) Severus (l) Tiberius (m) Trajan (n) Vespasian

(o) Vitellius

Fig. 10. An example observe image of a coin for each of the 15 classes in the dataset

5 Conclusion

We proposed two automatic methods to recognize the ancient Roman coins.
The first method employs the deformable part model to align the coin images
to improve the recognition accuracy. The second method facilitates the spatial
information of the coin by directly encoding the location information. As the
first method takes the information of the face location into account, it performs
slightly better than the second method. The experiments show that both meth-
ods outperform the other methods such as the standard spatial pyramid model
and human face recognition method.

The contributions of the paper are collecting a new ancient Roman coin
dataset and proposing an automatic framework to recognize the coins where
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we employ the state-of-the-art face recognition system and facilitate the spatial
information of the coin to improve the recognition accuracy. The coin images are
high-resolution (350-by-350 pixels) and the face locations are annotated. While
the proposed coin recognition framework is based on the standard methods such
as bag-of-words with spatial pyramids, Fisher vectors and DPM, we believe that
their use in the context of the ancient coin recognition represents an interesting
contribution.
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